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About This Game

Survive the ancient temples of Zuma, the critically acclaimed action-puzzler from PopCap! Deep in the jungle lie hidden
temples bursting with traps and trickery, and it's up to you to uncover their treasures. Fire magical balls from your stone frog

idol to make matches of three or more and clear the deadly chain before it reaches the golden skull.

Explore all the temples — if you're good, you’ll rack up huge combos and special bonuses that'll help you on your way. But
think fast and aim smart, or you'll be history in this action-packed puzzle challenge!

Key Features

3D accelerated graphics and effects.

Stunning sounds and tribal tunes.

Explore the Adventure mode and test your skills in Gauntlet mode.

Over 20 temples to explore!
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This game has a amazing potential to be a Cube World killer. The gameplay is fun and the quests are very addicting. If you want
a great indie game buy this and support this project cause it has some great potential into it. Recommended for every minecraft
fan or creative people.. My games Heads Run

Let's get Turbo and Extra. this game just wants your money!!!! cant getanywhere if you do not sprnd money. Fantastic game,
fine puzzles, amazing scenery, gripping story, new aspect on mystery solving (I especially liked that).
Worth every penny. 10\/10. Amazing game would definitely recommend this game to anyone who enjoys the souls-like genre.

pros:
-Amazing combat
-Hentai
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-Huge immersive world
-Fluid animation

cons:
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This is quite literally, bullet hell. You'll be tossed in the middle of a bullet storm and I'm not sure about difficulty levels past
Easy but the lowest setting is hell itself.

That said, this game is worth your time if you're a veteran of the genre. Don't bother if you're a casual like me unless you're
getting this game on a bargain.. There's no tutorial. The game expects you to have played previous editions of this game which i
have not.
There's no way of knowing if what you're doing is working or if you're even doing it correctly. e.g wiggle the right stick side to
side to get a quick play the ball. It's either never worked or i'm not doing it correctly. Who knows? that's why most games have
tutorials to make sure the player understands what to do and then successfully executes the function to move to the next stage of
the tutorial.

. TY for Kirijo <3. A faithful to history game with focus on some of the lesser known Roman conflicts. It's easy to learn and has
a great variety of unique campaigns and challenges. However the engine in cluncky and tends to lag and crash.. never\uff0cnever
play this game!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! it sucks!. I had sex with a fox girl!

The game is fun with many options for how to play out. Unfortunately there are no do overs when it comes to your decisions. If
you decide to alter a choice, you have to start all the way at the beginning, which can be frustrating depending on how far into
the story you are.

An important thing for new players to be aware of is the outcome of your decisions appears to be based on your stats. I got
different outcomes to similar choices on my second playthrough, because I built my stats differently from the first run. While
this means certain playthroughs will require planning your decisions ahead of time, it also means there are multiple ways to deal
with a situation both in success and failure, which offers replay value.

I've heard the game is shorter than other Choice Of games, but it was fun for an introductory into their style, and I'm interested
in other games they have to offer!. very minimalistic game - logic and jumping puzzle based - very relaxed with nice tronesque
aesthetics - i like it cos it just so different from all the other games i play and is very relaxing - most of the time i have no idea
what to do but the views in paces are great. This review must be posted. The trailer really got me. I'm a big fan of learning things
through gaming, but this is far from complete. This is like the most basic stuff every kid gets exposed to in grade school or
junior high and that's all there is to it, just a cover page. The idea is definitely great, but this game is just not worth the money
right now. Not even worth being on a phone app. Let's be real, it's a click fest because it's not teaching you anything you don't
already know and there's no need to think about whether you're clicking for the right reason or not because all you need to do is
just click and you'll advance. That's all that mattered, advancing to the next stage. That's what a game is about. This would
probably be a lot better if it was like a puzzle, where you'd actually need to think about what you're doing and the outcome. This
game just turned my brain off after the tutorial. I would be all for this if it's worth the money, but seriously people, do not waste
your money on this! Unless you've never seen a PLANT before...that's not possible...right? That's not even a valid reason to buy
this anyway.

Gameplay is not even worth going past the tutorial. The tutorial itself is the whole game basically. After that, it's like whack a
mole, clicking on anything and everything whenever you can. The game uses "seeds" as currency to get access to other plants'
seeds and upgrades. You start with 1 seed which lets you buy the sunflower seed and start the game, which I don't see the point
in this step. Sunflower is also the only plant you can do the tutorial on, which they always prompt you about if you decide to
play sunflower again. Tutorial is pretty easy to understand. There's 3 resources, Water, Nutrient, and Starch. You get water and
nutrient from clicking on the roots when they glow, and starch from leaves when they glow. Starch always costs water and
sometimes nutrient in order to be acquired due to photosynthesis. Expanding the flower requires all resources in increasing
amounts. Goal of the game is to get flowers and pollenate it to acquire the "fruits" for their seeds. There are 4 different plants, 3
of them can self pollenate and only 1 requires male and female flowers. Gameplay for all 4 plants are exactly the same, just
keep clicking.

They do try to make it challenging, in an unchallenging way. There's 1 bug that flies around and land on a predetermined leaf
and will suck on all 3 of your resources for 1 point per second until you click on it and it will just fall...Then there's a worm that
would dig to a predetermined root and suck on your resources also for 1 point per second until you click on it and it will just
wither away. Otherwise they will move to another leaf or root and do the same thing again, but nothing else changes, like it
doesn't actually eat off the leaf or root. There's also a butterfly that flies around sometimes and lands on the ground and do
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nothing...If you click on it, it will fly away, but it doesn't contribute anything, not even help pollinate! There's environmental
effects such as blight on leaves, where the leaves have dark spots rendering it useless, then you'll have to click and pull that leaf
off and you'll be able to grow a new one to replace it. There's cold snap, in which the leaves are starting to freeze but that's no
biggie, just click on the affected leaf and hold until the little flashlight warms it back up. There's really nothing to hold you back
from completing your goal before the time is up. Speaking of time, the game runs from Spring to Winter starting with Februrary
or March to November or December. Each month lasts for 1 minute for a total of 10 minutes. 4 different plants, 10 minutes
each, done within an hour MAX. This is an expensive game for less than an hour of gameplay.

They do have upgrades, which are suppose to make things easier, as if it's not easy enough without it. There's the Mulch which
pretty much cancels out environmental damage to the plant, the blight and cold snap so you don't even need to deal with it.
There's the Water pail, which gives you a lot more water AND nutrient per click on roots. There's the Fertilizer which is
suppose to provide more nutrient, but it didn't have any effect if any since it's actually in the Water pail upgrade. They probably
missed that. Then there's the Preying Mantis, which takes away the need to look out for bugs and worms. Basically makes your
clicks more efficient and focus better on clicking... Once you've obtained all the seeds and upgrades, there's really no point in
getting any more seeds. And the fact that they have a time stamp on how fast you complete each plant just makes this even more
obvious as a click fest. How strategically fast can you click through this level? Oh and if you ever decide you open this game
again and choose "New Game", it resets everything as in a whole new game. Yep, as if it's your first time all over again. Talk
about replay value.

They always have the equation for photosynthesis on the top of the screen, which doesn't contribute to anything at all, other than
letting you know which part of the photosynthesis process is going on whenever you acquire a resource. This game is really
incomplete as a learning game. Take my word for it everyone, this is not a game that's worth money at the moment. Not even
the $5 sale which I thought was a deal. Little did I know. It needs a lot more information to be educating anybody about plants.

*EDIT* 02/02/2014
Checked out the new patch to see if it's worth any more time, it's still not worth it.
The new strategy mode is a good direction, takes away the mindless clicking. BUT! That's basically all it does, covering up the
click fest. On the left side of the screen, it tells you the cost of all the possible upgrades if you were able to access them. As in
upgrading a stem would cost this much, leaf would cost this much, pollen would cost this much, etc. The bottom right has a
"next turn" button which also shows the amount of resources you would obtain in the next turn. Bottom left still have the amount
of resources on hand. Pretty easy, straight forward, nothing new here guys, as in nothing to learn about a plant. Oh, I almost
forgot, they have this new "bee" pollinator, which I find even more annoying than what they had before. Every time you get the
pollen, a bee will always show up on the top left corner, and then you'll have to drag that bee to the flower. If I was a 10 year old
that didn't know better, I would think in the real world, I'll have to find a bee and drag it to a flower in order to pollinate it.
There's no big improvement from what I played last time. If anything, it's not improving on what the game is suppose to be
about, but just what it's not.

Sure, they added a new plant, but what about it? What's the origin of the plant? Where is it indigenous to? What's the binomial
name? What makes it special/unique/interesting that I would want to learn about it? Is it used to make anything other than just
being a flower? I mean, there's a lot more to ask if someone wants to learn, but if you want to teach through a game, it better
have more informative interactions because every plant is the same old story: click, click, click. Whether it's classic mode or
strategy mode or even a different plant, they're all the same in this game.
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